The Hydra Shade umbrella products are designed by boating enthusiasts to protect you from the harmful rays of the sun either on or off the water. Our products feature a simple, innovative, and practical solution for a variety of marine applications. Our unique umbrella design consists of an expanding umbrella base that secure our telescoping umbrella in place without the need of additional support or tie downs. The Hydra Shade umbrella will work with any adaptable cylinder or rod holder. The Hydra Shade umbrella can be used on a kayak, sailboat, sportfish convertible, center console, bass boat, lake boats, deck boat, powerboat, paddle boats, and even a dingy. Once you arrive at a beach or sand bar, switch to the beach spike and you are all set with a telescoping beach umbrella.
XL-150 4 PC KIT
8' SQUARE BOATING UMBRELLA 4 PC KIT

FINISH: ALUMINUM
MATERIAL: SILVER NYLON FABRIC

XL-150 can be used on practically any boat, at the beach, or even on land! The 4 PC Kit includes carrying case, beach spike, expanding rod base, and the tilt umbrella. The Hydra Shade umbrella design allows wind venting without loss of sun protection. It is constructed of marine quality stainless steel and lightweight aluminum. This is a Sunlight fade resistant nylon umbrella that is reflective to the sun’s harmful UV rays and is UPF 30. XL-150 is designed for use with any cylinder or rod holder opening, and offers a tilt and height adjustment. Additional tie downs are not necessary with The Hydra Shade umbrella.